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ABSTRACT.

Title of Dissertation: NIGERIAN MARINE ENVIRONMENT: The role of the
Maritime Academy of Nigeria in promoting short course training
needs to achieve prevention of oil pollution and marine
environment protection in conjunction with the STCW 95’
convention.

Degree:

Msc

The dissertation aims to examine the benefits of improvement of manpower in the
maritime industry through effective regular training programmes organised by the
Maritime Academy of Nigeria to attain international standards in the sphere of marine
environment protection.

A close examination is carried out on the problems associated with the monitoring and
detection of oil pollution of the coastal waters. The different sources of oil pollution
in Nigerian waters are investigated and the competency of personnel required to carry
out clean-ups stressed in line with IMO’s (STCW 95’) regulations.

There has been fairly heavy tanker traffic on the world seas and oceans, and
considering the very large nature of some VLCCs, the consequences of a possible
tanker accident with subsequent oil spill would be grievous. A simple analysis of
industry participation in curbing this ecological damage is highlighted.

The concluding chapter examines the inevitable challenge faced by the Maritime
Academy in providing increased awareness on the vital need to monitor and protect
our marine environment.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION:

One of the most frequently quoted statistics in the marine industry must be that 80 to
90% of shipping accidents are caused by human error. The IMO Secretary General’s
approach to this is that we should go back to the root cause and aim at improving
training for personnel in the maritime industry, both onboard and ashore. By so
doing we shall be prevepting casualties rather than clearing them up.

In the past, the subject, improving maritime training, hadfreen paid more lip-service
than practical demonstration but with the Revised STCW 95 entering into force by 1
February 1997, there will be no place to hide anymore . The recognition of the need
for education and training in the maritime field is fast gaining grounds globally.
Indeed, it will readily be accepted that the optimisation pf performance is strictly
connected to the availability of well-trained, qualified and e?:perienced personnel to
carry out their jobs effectively.

Nigeria’s crude oil reserves are estimated at over 11 billion barrels, and its gas
reserves at 9.5 billion barrels of oil equivalent as at 1991. Today, the cormtry has
become dangerously dependent on oil, which now makes up over 96% of its exports,
and with a long coastline of about 830 km the influx of oil tankers with sizes ranging
from medium to the large crude carriers, the protection of our marine environment
cannot be overlooked.
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As a result, there is the need to increase the awareness of personnel who though
already vested with the responsibility of monitoring and protecting the marine
environment, still need to acquire special skills on how to implement government
rules and regulations on environmental policies.
This can be achieved through training courses, workshops, seminars, etc. which
could be organised by the Maritime Academy of Nigeria in co-operation with the
various agencies in the maritime industry.

This dissertation is intended to bring to focus the potentials of the Maritime
Academy of Nigeria in providing the specialised training required for personnel both
onboard and ashore in line with international standards stipulated by the International
Maritime Organisation.
There has been an historic tendency to treat safety and environmental protection as
separate; but this can no longer be realistic today as marine safety involves execution
by people (human factor), of planned marine operation without undue exposure to
danger, while enviromnental protection also seeks to shield from danger and injmy
people, animals or plants.

Therefore, for Nigeria to ensure safety and protection of the marine environment. She
should take into accoimt that people are our greatest asset during an emergency and
that the human factor should be considered when developing plans for oil spill
emergency response. Furthermore, successful emergency plans depend on
preparation,

effective anangements

and suitable means

arrangements.

2

of implementing

Figure 1.1 Human factor causes of accidents.

Source: MER May 1993

The diagram above provides a breakdown on human factor causes of accidents that
have resulted in various kinds of claims to be paid out from the P&I Club.

Pilot error

- 12%

Shore error

- 20%

Engineer officer error - 4%
Officer error

- 43%

Crew error

- 21%
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Figure 1.2 Major causes of claims.

Source: MER May 1993.

The diagram above provides the major claims as percentage of total claims.

Human factor

- 58%

Other

- 9%

Struct failure

-13%

Equipment failure - 20%
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CHAPTER TWO

THE NIGERIAN MARINE ENVIRONMENT.

2.1 NIGERIAN MARITIME BACKGROUND

The inception of maritime activities in Nigeria dates back to the pre-independence
era when the then government promulgated the Ports Act in 1954, The following
year the Nigerian Ports Authority commenced operation.
In February 1957, the Nigerian National Shipping Line was established and the
government started acquiring ships.
In 1960, after the independence, the Federal government established a Ship Registry
and two years later enacted the Nigerian Merchant Shipping Act.

This act

precipitated an increase in the country’s maritime activities over the next several
years.
The Nigerian coast started experiencing port development and influx of different
sizes and classes of vessels and therefore the tendency and dangers of marine
pollution increasingly became a reality. For instance, for the period between 1990
and 1992, the number of ship’s arrivals in the major ports of Nigeria were as shown
on table 2.1 in the next page. With this increase in the number of ships calling into
Nigerian Ports, and the crude oil export bringing in large oil tankers, further chances
of oil pollution have increased.
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The first commercial discoveries of Petroleum was made in 1956 in the Niger River
delta region. Average production increased rapidly, fluctuating at around 2m, barrels
b/d in the period 1974-79, before declining to 700,000 b/d in mid 1981.
Nigeria’s oil production has increased steadily ever, since. In February 1993,
Nigeria’s OPEC production had reached 1.78m. b/d. Revenues from the export of
petroleum is quite vital for the country since it represents about 95% of the foreign
exchange earnings. Nigeria’s proven reserves were estimated at 17,900m. barrels in
December 1993, and were targeted to reach 19,995m. barrels in the mid 1990s, when
output capacity was expected to total 2m. barrels per day (b/d). Shell Petroleum was
the first oil company to carry out oil exploration in Nigeria.
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Table 2.1 Number of vessels arriving in Nigerian Ports and Oil Terminals.

PORTS

1990

1991

1992

Apapa

1018

1149

1185

1117

Bonny(oiI terminal)

233

215

194

214

Calabar

108

111

109

109

81

77

69

76

(oil terminal)

228

231

207

222

Okrika(oil terminal)

492

412

278

394

Port Harcourt

151

214

232

199

Tin Can Island

377

336

309

341

Warri

446

513

630

530

Escravos(oil terminal)

*

AVERAGE

Forcados

Source; Nigerian Ports Authority handbook 1993

With the current oil production at 93 million tonnes per year and the increased
number and size of tankers calling at Nigerian oil terminals, there is therefore the
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need for effective monitoring and implementation of oil pollution regulations in the
Nigerian coast.
This can only be possible with well trained, updated and qualified officials in the
various marine sectors. With this informed officials in place, there will be a drive
towards putting in place all other necessary infrastructures that will aid easy
actualisation of this goal.

In 1978, the Federal Government of Nigeria established the Maritime Academy of
Nigeria to meet the need of man power development of the maritime industry. In the
author’s opinion, this facility has been grossly under-utilised. Beginning from the
training of Merchant Navy cadets and officers to shore personnel, the academy has
the capacity of turning out about two hundred and sixty students every year.
It must be pointed out at this stage that the maritime industry in Nigeria is a growing
one and needs to be nurtured with adequate and qualified man power and
infrastructures to meet the needs of the industry.

The author also intends to highlight the great potential of the Maritime Academy of
Nigeria in planning and successfully carrying out short courses for the benefit of
personnel vested with responsibilities of ensuring the prevention of and response to
oil pollution in Nigerian waters. These personnel would be recruited from the
Nigerian Ports PLC, National Maritime Authority,

Federal Environmental Protection Agency, Maritime Administration as well as Oil
companies. Ironically though, some of the individuals now entrusted with these
critical responsibilities have no maritime background and lack exposure to maritime
seminars or lectures and therefore have no mechanism for attaining or maintaining an
appropriate level of knowledge about the marine environment and why it must be
protected.
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2.2

NIGERIAN MARINE AND COASTAL ENVIRONMENT

The main river of Nigeria is the Niger, the third longest river of Africa. Originating
in the Fouta Djallon mountains of north-east Sierra Leone, it enters Nigeria for the
last one-third of its 4,200 km course. It flows first south-easterly, then due south and
again south-easterly to Lokoja, where it converges with its principal tributary, the
Benue. From here the river flows due south until Aboh, where it merges with the
numerous interlacing tributaries of its delta.

The Benue rises in Cameroon, flows in a south-westerly direction into the Niger, and
receives on its course the waters of the Katsina Ala and Gongola rivers. The other
main tributaries of the Niger within Nigeria are the Sokoto, Kaduna and Anambra
rivers. Other important rivers in the Country include the Ogun, the Oshun, the Imo
and the Cross, many of which flow into the sea through a system of lagoons.

The Nigerian coastline is relatively straight, with few natural indentations. Nigeria is
located along the Atlantic ocean of West Africa, i.e., the Gulf of Guinea. She has a
coastline of about 830 km between the western and eastern boarders of the country
with the Republic of Benin in the West and Cameroon to the East respectively. It has
a maritime area of 46,300 km sq. between 0-200m depth with the Exclusive
Economic Zone of 210,900 km sq. which lies between 4 10’ and 6 20’ North latitude
and 2 45’ and 8 32’ East longitude to the Gulf of Guinea, (World Resources, 1990)

The Nigerian coastal zone is washed by two currents; the cool Guinea current and the
warm equatorial current with vegetation comprising mainly mangrove swamps. The
zone is characterised generally by low-lying sandy beaches throughout its entire
length, indented with lagoon systems in the west as well as the delta complex which
is the Niger Delta.
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Figure 2.1 Map of Coastal Areas of Nigeria,
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Figure 2.2

Coastal Areas within the Coastal States of Nigeria.
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The continental shelf is characterised by more or less uniform gentle slopes broken at
specific points by submarine canyons(avon, mahin and calabar canyons).

Shelf

width ranges fi-om 15 km in the west to about 67 km in the Niger Delta and about 87
km off the Cross River estuary in the east, (Awosika 1993).

The coastal zone lies within the tropics with hot and humid wet months of May to
September, and hot diy months of October to April. With hot periods throughout
the year, oil pollution of Nigerian water will mean high environmental damage since
there will be high rate of evaporation of hydrocarbon and more rapid spread of
spilled oil. The environmental risk and clean up procedure is more hazardous to
health in this high temperature zones.

The Nigerian coastal zone can be divided into four geonioiphic units namely:

the banrigr-lagoon system in the west stretching for almost 250 km fi:om the
Nigeria/Benin boarder to the village of Ajum where the coastline starts to inflect
southwards about 100 km east of Lagos. The narrow barrier bar fi-onting the ocean is
backed by the Lagos Lekki and Yelwa lagoons and many meandering creeks.
Holiday resorts with recreational facilities are located close to these lagoons. The
city of Lagos, which is the centre of economic activities in the Country is backed by
the lagoon. There are local settlers at this fi-ontier who engage predominantly in
fishing as a means of livelihood. A simple pollution incident could conceivably ruin
this regional way of life.

• the Mahin transgressive mud coast stretching for almost 75 km and consisting
predominantly of mud starts fi-om Ajumo and terminates at the Benin river estuary
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in the north western flank of the Niger Delta. This is a very low lying coast with
wide subtidal platform of about 1 to 2 km

• the Niger Delta covering almost 20,000 sq. km, spans a coastline of about 450
km and terminates at the Imo river entrance. About 2,370 sq.km of this delta
consist of rivers, creeks and estuaries and about 8600 sq. km of stagnant swamps.
The mangrove swamp in Niger Delta covers an area of about 9,000 sq.km, km and
has about twenty barrier islands. The subtidal platform and the delta swamps
comprise a high density fish-breed breeding ground.
Artesenal fishing is also carried out by the local settlers especially along the
barrier island coast. Crabs, shellfish, lobsters etc., which are rich in protein are
dominant in this region. Off-shore oil exploration platforms are also located in
this region thereby exposing the delta to risk of oil pollution. Port Harcourt and
Warri are the major port cities in this region with high maritime activities. The
Port Harcourt refinery with a capacity of 60,000 b/d was commissioned in 1965
while the Warri refinery was completed in 1978. It has a capacity of 125,000b/d.
Loading of petroleum product fi-om these refineries is carried out at oil terminals
in remote locations by oil tankers and these pose a threat to the marine
environment.

• The Strand coast east of the Niger Delta stretches for about 85 km firom the hno
river eastwards to the Nigeria/ Cameroon boundary. It is fironted by flat sandy
beaches. The Cross River estuary which is the largest in Nigeria is the most
prominent feature in this area.

These flat sandy beaches provide recreation

grounds for visitors. However, the local dwellers who solely engage in fishing
also use this ‘points’ as spots for marketing their daily catch. They have no other
means of livelihood. Unfortunately, areas such as this are not covered by any
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governmental emergency response plan should there be an oil pollution incident.
Therefore, the risk of high rate of devastation in an eventual oil spill cannot be
ignored. The Federal government cannot continue to overlook the need to
establish a functional oil pollution centre in the regions with this pollution risk.

• The Nigerian coast is bordered by narrow continental shelf having widths ranging
from 15 km in the west to about 67 km in the Niger Delta and about 87 km off the
Cross River estuary in the east. The shelf breaks at an average depth of 95 to 100
meters. Also, Nigeria’s territorial waters by the 1971 Territorial Sea Decree
extend for 30 nautical miles, while the Exclusive Economic Zone promulgated in
1978 extends 200 nautical miles off-shore. Nigeria’s total marine area covers
about 61, 500 nautical square. This includes the non navigable areas.
With this vast coastal area and the high maritime activities going on in the absence of
well-informed persoimel armed with facilities to quickly respond in the case of a
large oil spill, the federal government is taking a big chance which may result in
national disaster that could have been averted if the right approach were taken.

2.3

AREAS SENSITIVE TO POLLUTION.

At this stage, in trying to identify the different areas sensitive to pollution it will be
worth-while to define what pollution is and highlight the various sources.
A widely accqited definition of marine pollution is the one devised by the United
Nafions Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspect of Marine Pollution which
states that:
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‘marine pollution is the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substance or
energy into the marine environment (including estuaries) resulting in such deleterious
as harm to living resources, hazard to human health, hindrance to marine activities
including fishing, impairment of quality for use of sea water and reduction of
amenities.’

The definition encompass contamination and pollution and a transition fi-om the
former to the latter will of course depend on such factors as the toxicity of the waste
to marine organisms, the quantity discharged and the nature of the receiving
environment.
In identifying areas that are sensitive to oil pollution in Nigeria, the criteria stated in
IMO Resolution A-720(17) page 344 can be used.

1.

Oceanographic Conditions: (enhancing concentration or retention of harmful

substances in the water or sediments of the area)
• particular circulation pattern or temperature and salinity
• long residence time caused by low flushing rates
• extreme ice state
• adverse wind conditions

2. Ecological Conditions - the protection needed to preserve;
• depleted, threatened or endangered marine species
• areas of high natural productivity, e.g. fi-onts, up-welling areas, gyres.
• spawning, breeding and nursery areas for important marine species
• rare or fi-agile ecosystems such as coral reefs, mangroves and wetlands.
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Figure 2.3.1

High Risk Zones of ^JJigerian waters

Offshore production
Likely points of knpact

Ballast and Tank washing
Likely points of nnpact

Port approach
major tanker ports
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3. Vessel Traffic Characteristics:

Depending on the oceanographic and ecological conditions of the area, if there is
high vessel traffic, the MARPOL 73/78 requirement for discharge of harmful
substances by ships maybe unacceptable.
If these criteria are used as guidelines for identifying pollution sensitive areas in
Nigerian coastal waters, then the Deltas, Mangrove swamps. Oil terminals and Port
entrances would readily be spotted as areas of concern. Therefore, relentless effort
should be made by the Federal government to prevent oil pollution in order to protect
these areas. From the figure below, it can be seen that Nigerian coast is an inportant
oil route.

Figure 2.3.2 World Movement of Crude Oil

Cnide oil and ^redum; tcabonit wide, 1JI7. Uniti art in million batiili daily (1 banal - 159 littn).
(Rtprodoced with pcnniiaion from Shall Britlinj Sttviee (19*9). Shell Briefinj Setviee Publication No. 1. Shell In
ternational Petroleum Company Ud. (TAC/riiJ, London.]
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SOURCES OF MARINE OIL POLLUTION IN NIGERIA.

Natural Seeps:

The quantity of oil input in Nigerian waters through natural seepage has not been
estimated even though it is speculated that some seeps do occur.

Urban and River run-offs:

It is often conspicuous that every time it rains iridescence caused by oil and petrol
can be seen on the road.

This is washed down drains into water courses and

eventually reaches the sea and cause pollution. Most of the oil comes fi-om used
engine oil as a result of spills fi-om vehicle garages. No effort has been made by
government to recover used engine oil.

Municipal and Industrial Waste:

Domestic waste and sewage contains a quantity of oil and grease and because of the
nature of some of our industries, these waste contain a considerable quantity of
petroleum hydrocarbon. In the coastal regions, these waste are often discharged into
the sea without any form of treatment. The consequence of this practice over the
years is hea-vy pollution. Presently, there is no monitoring and control. In most cases
the regulating authority lacks the needed trained man power to effectively carry out
the job.
It is important at this point to note that there are no fimctional municipal waste
treatment plants.

However, the Federal Government

requires that individual

industry provide waste disposal treatment plants to prevent pollution.
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In the oil industry, the refineries are also required to have treatment facilities to take
care their effluents.

Tanker Operations:

The increasing size of crude oil tankers and large amount of oil shipped across the
high seas, also increases the chances of oil pollution by the operation of these
tankers.

The total production of crude oil is estimated to be about 3 billion

toimes(metric tons) per year and approximately half of these is transported by sea.

Figure 2.3.2 shows the world’s movement of crude oil and product passing near the
coast of Nigeria.
In the Nigerian coast, there about fifty three coastal tankers in operationrahging from
500 to 12000 tons dwt. in size. Experience has shown that when ships are leaving or
approaching a port, they tend to be close to land and the coastal zones stand the
greatest risk of serious incidents occurring.

The most current estimate indicate that the total amount of oil entering the oceans
directly as a result of human activities is about 3 million tons per year in addition to
another 250,000 tons resulting from natural seeps and leakage from submarine oil
bearing strata.
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Table 2.3.1

Annual Input of Oil to the Marine
Environment:
ANNUAL INPUT
SOURCE

(million toimes)

Offshore Production
RoutineShip

0.05

Operations

1.05

Ship Accidents

0.42

Atmosphere

0.3

Land-based Sources

1.23

Ocean Dumping

0.25

Natural Sources

0.25

TOTAL

3.32

Source: National Research Counci (1985)

Table 2.3.1 above gives a breakdown of the various sources of oil inputs into the sea.
From this it can be seen that despite the wide spread publicity given to oil tanker they
are not the largest source of pollution, although they attract the highest attention due
to the conspicuous environmental damage associated with such accidents.

After a tanker has discharged its cargo, the cargo compartment is washed before
loading again. After the tank washing the waste are sent to a slop tank and the
washed tank can be loaded again with normal cargo. This is the load on top system
where high pressure water jet is used. Some old tankers which have no segregated
ballast tanks, still use their cargo tanks for ballasting on their return trip after
unloading. This mixture of oil and water is often pumped out illegally by most
tanker operators into the Nigerian coast. This practice is contrary to the regulations
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of the International Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Ships
(MARPOL 73/78), even though Nigeria has not yet adopted this convention. The
Federal Government lacks the necessary monitoring facilities and motivated qualified
persoimel to maintain acceptable operational standards.

In the Nigerian Ports for instance, there are no Port State Control officials to ensure
that vessels only use oily water separators which is required by International
Convention to pump out oily bilge water. Therefore this various sources of oil lead
to a high pollution rate of the coastal water and these adversely affects marine
activities.
Local and commercial fishing have been increasingly affected since reports of low
catch have been consistent. Offshore installations have also been a somce of oil
pollution resulting from operational accidents or leakage.
t

In the Maritime Administration department where there is a measure of Port State
Control inspections, there is lack of adequate facilities, man power and motivation
for effective monitoring of sub-standard vessels in order to prevent oil pollution.
Several oil spills have taken place within the Nigerian marine environment
unrecorded. However, documented evidence reveal that between 1976 and 1980, a
total of 784 cases were reported. These oil spill incidents discharged 1,337 000
barrels of oil into the environment (Odeyemi & Ogunseitan, Alba International
1985).
Environmental distribution of reported oil spills between 1976 and 1980 show the
swamp zone as having the highest number of cases. Table 2.3.2 below and figure
2.3.3 on the following page attests to this.
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Table 2.3.2 Oil Input into Nigerian Environment

Environ
ment

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

types
NS

NV

NS

NV

NS

NV

NS

NV

NS

NV

II

643

13

367

9

790

II

3984

28

1356

Swamp

55

2068

41

25303

76

24896

63

56031

70

29715

Offshore

27

16572

19

32091

21

68795

26

31440

38

50585

Dry Land

27

497

23

1632

31

2136

21

2162

29

3388

8

243

8

632

16

633

36

32488

76

17739

128

20023

104

3II44

154

97250

157

63045

241

55803

Inland
Waters

Dryland
/Swamp
Total

SOURCE; Awojobi 1981 Seminar on the Petroleum Industry and the Nigerian Environment, 1981
NS: Number of Oil Wells
NV: Net Volume (cubic meter)
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Figure 2.3.3

Environmental distribution of reported oil spills
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Unfortunately, critics of the devastating effects of oil spills have not

been

encouraged by the government. This should not be the case. The government should
now take positive steps to embrace the marine pollution problem. But since we lack
the required well-trained operators, this is unattainable.
government to act.

Now is the time for

Marine environmental awareness has gained tremendous

momentum over the years in international circles and Nigeria has a long way to go.
We cannot afford to be left behind in this direction. Haphazard reports by Alba
Intemational(1983) showed that cases of oil spills rose from 1 per year in 1970 to
over 200 in 1980 and from 150 barrels in 1970 to 630000 barrels in 1979.

The most serious of all is the Fumiwa - 5 offshore station which blew up at about
1.00 pm on January 1, 1980 and released an estimated 146000 barrels into the sea
which reached the adjacent areas. All nearby fishing villages of Fishtown, Sangana,
Kulama 1 and Kulama 2 were badly hit by the incident. Beaches were covered with
oil and even though tidal action and occasional storm washed out some oil, tar-balls
were found on the beaches long afterwards.(Marquis 1983).

Effects of such spills could be made less harmful when there is an effective Oil Spill
Response Centre with well informed officials, properly trained operators in addition
to having specialised equipment for the job.

The high risk zones prone to oil

pollution are the coastal lines, however the various modes of oil operation also
determine the damage impact. This was illustrated in figure 2.3.3 on page 23.

2.4

MARINE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT.

Nigerian Ports PLC is the sole overseer of ship movement in Nigerian waters and
provides the necessary berthing facilities. Unfortunately there has been a sharp
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decline in the quality of services provided. This has led to the neglect of shipping
services such as:

• provision of light houses, buoys and beacons for safe navigation
• marking of channels and wrecks to prevent hazards to ships

The lack of adequate vessel traffic services depicts the absence of effective
monitoring of vessels’ operational discharge into the river. The volume of vessel
traffic handled by major Nigerian ports can be seen in the following chart.

Table 2.3.3

Percentage Cargo inflow into Nigerian Ports:

PORTS
LAGOS
PORT HARCOURT

CARGO VOLUME
121,807.9

PERCENTAGE
68

44,595.1

24.9

WARRI

10,692.2

5.9

CALABAR

2,147.7

1.2

SOURCE: Nigerian Ports F LC
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Table 2.3.4 Grade Oil Shipped at Nigerian Port Terminals (1970/71 - 1979/80)

YEAR

AMOUNT SHIPPED (tons)

1970/71

50,169 736

1971/72

77,946 573

1972/73

92,430 684

1973/74

94,717 879

1974/75

102,375 308

1975/76

97,097 938

1976/77

100,313 452

1977/78

93,648 251

1978/79

*102,371 874

1979/80

• 105,262 756

SOURCE: Billingua (1981)

From the above tables, it can be seen that both influx of ships and crude oil exported
increased over the period of survey. This trend has been consistent especially with
the oil tankers since crude oil contribute up to 90 - 95% of Nigeria’s gross national
product (GNP).

Following this trend also is the increase in the oil pollution incidents in the coastal
waters. It will therefore be in the interest of the nation that effective monitoring
measures be instituted with adequately qualified staff motivated and equipped to
perform their duties effectively.
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0

MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION FRAMEWORK

3.1

BACKGROUND

The problem of Marine Pollution became evident to the international community
before the first world war. At that time, various countries introduced measures to
control the discharge of oil within their territorial waters one of which was collection
of fines for illegal discharge. During the 1920s and 1930s, international measures
were considered but without any agreement before the outbreak of the second world
war. Nevertheless, there was increasing international concern over the pollution of
the world’s oceans. By-product fi-om industries, run-ofifs firom agricultural pesticides
and herbicides as well as effluent discharge fi'om the urban areas constituted most of
the land based sources.

On the other hand, a significant amoimt of marine pollution is caused by shipping
and maritime activities generally and oil, is the most important pollutant stemming
fi-om shipping and maritime activities. The increase in size of oil tankers and the
disastrous consequences of accidents they are sometimes involved in, prompted
increased concern about the dangers of marine pollution. The oil pollution resulting
from the wrecks of Torrey Canyon (1967),. the Amoco Cadiz (1978) and Exxon
Valdez (1989) are vivid examples of this problems.
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In 1954, the United Kingdom organised a conference on the subject which resulted in
the adoption of the International Convention For The Prevention Of Pollution Of The
Sea By Oil. In 1958 when the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) came into
existence, this Convention was transferred from the United Kingdom Government to
IMO. With the continuous increase in the cargo carrying capacity of oil tankers, this
convention became inadequate and therefore the need for amendments arose. In the
1969 amendment, the following restrictions were made:
• limitation of the total quantity of oil which a tanker may discharge in a ballast
voyage to 1/15000 of the ship’s total cargo-carrying capacity
• limitation of the rate at which oil may be discharged to a maximum of 60 litres per
mile travelled by the ship
• prohibition of discharge of any oil whatsoever from the cargo spaces of the tanker
within 50 miles of the nearest land

A new form of oil record book was also formulated to facilitate the task of the
officials conc^ed with controlling the observance of the Convention.
However, with the threat of dumping of certain hazardous materials at sea from
vessels, aircraft, platforms etc., a new convention became necessary. The InterGovemmental Conference on the Convention on the Dumping of Waste at Sea met in
London in November 1972 and adopted the London Convention. The Convention
came into force on 30 August 1975 and IMO was made responsible for the secretariat
duties related to it. This Convention was amended in 1989 and 1993.

Despite the action already taken by IMO to deal with oil pollution, far reaching
developments in modem industrial practices soon made it clear that fiirther action
was required subsequently, the International Convention for the Prevention of
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Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto
(MARPOL 73/78) was adopted on 2 November 1973.

3.2

EVOLUTION OF OILPOL CONVENTION:

MARPOL 73/78 metamorphosed from the 1954 OILPOL convention. The initial
strategy for tackling oil pollution was:
• to establish ‘prohibited zones’ extending at least 50 miles from the nearest land in
which the discharge of oil or of mixtures containing more than lOOppm of oil was
forbidden
• this convention also required contracting parties to provide reception facilities for
oily water residues.

However in 1962, the Convention was amended and it extended its application to
ships of lower tonnage and also provided an extensibn of prohibited zones. In 1969,
fiirther amendments were made and conditions were given for operational discharge
of oil from tankers. They were as follows:
a) .

the total quantity of oil which a tanker may discharge in any ballast voyage
while under way must not exceed 1/15000 of the total cargo carrying capacity
of the vessel

b)

the rate at which oil may be discharged must not exceed 60 litres per nautical
mile travelled by the ship

c)

no discharge of any oil whatsoever must be made from the cargo spaces of a
tanker within 50 nautical miles of the nearest land.

An oil record book was also introduced.
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This amendment also favoured the ‘Load On Top’ system in which ballast water
carried in cargo tanks on a return voyage, was allowed to settle and then pumped out
at sea. The next cargo is then loaded on top of the remaining oil.
For the Machinery Spaces of all ships:
• the rate at which oil may be discharged whilst the ship is under way must not
exceed 60 litres per nautical mile being travelled by the ship
• the oil content of any bilge water discharged must be below 1 OOppm
discharge must be made as far as practicable from land.

In 1971, further amendments were made for additional protection of the Great Barrier
Reef of Australia and it also limited the size of tanks on oil tankers thereby
minimising the amount of oil that could escape in the event of a collision.
Subsequent events pointed out the need for an amendment. These developments and
amendment were necessitated by the unfolding incidents involving oil tankers in the
early 70s.

Maritime transport of oil was growing and oil tanker owners were

ordering for bigger tankers to meet the market demand.

The underlying dangers of this increased economic interest was the potential danger
to the world’s marine environment. This apparently unfolded itself with the Torrey
Canyon disaster in March 1967 where some 80,000 tons of crude oil was spread
along British and French coasts causing pollution in a 200 mile arc. This disaster
inspired IMO to convene an International Conference in 1973 to adopt a completely
new convention. This was to give birth to what is now MARPOL 73/78.
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3.3

MARPOL 73/78.

This convention has five annexes that deals with marine pollution though different
media.
• annex I

- oil pollution

• annex II

- liquid noxious substances

• annex IE

- harmful substances in packaged form

• annex IV

- sewage

• annex V

- garbage

^

, -

For the purpose of this dissertation, annex I which deals with oil pollution will be the
main focus.
The annex I, as amended at present include:
Regulation

1

definition of terms used

Regulation 2

application dealing with exceptions

Regulation 3

equivalent useable materials

Regulation 4

surveys and inspection of ships

Regulation

issue of certificates to ships on meeting survey requirements

5

Regulation 6

issue of certificate by another government

Regulation

7

form of certificate to meet required model

Regulation

8

duration of certificate

Regulation 9

control of discharge of oil

Regulation 10

methods for the prevention of oil pollution while operating
in special areas

Regulation 11;

exceptions to the rules

Regulation 12;

reception facilities provision

Regulation 13;

oil tanker segregated ballast tanks, dedicated clean ballast
tanks and crude oil washing
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Regulation 13a;

requirement for oil tankers with dedicated clean ballast tanks

Regulation 13b;

requirement for crude oil washing

Regulation 13c;

existing tankers engaged in specific trades

Regulation 13d;

existing oil tankers having special ballast arrangements

Regulation 13e;

protective location of segregated ballast spaces

Regulation 14;

segregation of oil and water ballast and carriage of oil in
fore peak tanks

Regulation 15;

retention of oil onboard

Regulation 16;

oil discharge monitoring and control system, oily water
separating and filtering equipment

Regulation 17;

tanks for oil residues

Regulation 18;

pumping, piping and discharge arrangements of oil tankers

Regulation 19;

standard discharge connection

Regulation 20;

oil record book

Regulation 21;

special requirements for drilling rigs and other platforms

Regulation 22;

damage assumptions

Regulation 23;

hypothetical outflow of oil

Regulation 24;

limitation of size and arrangements of cargo tanks

Regulation 25;

sub-division and stability

Regulation 26;

shipboard oil pollution emergency plan.

The above regulations if strictly observed will go a long way in preventing marine
pollution by oil. Unfortunately, my coxmtry Nigeria, a major oil producing nation,
with oil accounting for 95% of foreign earnings, has not yet deposited an instrument
of assertion for this MARPOL 73/78 convention.

The consequences of this

negligence cannot be over emphasised. Oil tanker operators take advantage of the
situation and pollute the coastal waters recklessly. Other ships calling at the ports do
not observe the oil monitoring procedure while pumping bilge. Some of the oil
companies even take advantage of the situation since there is no monitoring by the
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Federal Government. In fact there is no functional government monitoring agency in
place at the moment and this makes it difficult for oil spill records to be made
available.

However, with the lack of records, appropriate laws, or any government watch-dogs
it is hard to pin-point who exactly was responsible for which of a long series of
pollution event/activities.

Nevertheless, certain oil companies have achieved a

‘relatively’ green public image whilst others such as ‘Shell’ appear to have a
despicable environmental record in Nigeria.

Only an impartial environmental monitoring/regulating agency could separate the
fact from the fancy with respect to who is doing what to the environment in Nigeria.
This not withstanding, the responsibility of ensuring a clean marine environment lies
in the hands of every user, dweller or explorer of this environment.

But the

government must create the awareness and also monitor every activity that could
otherwise endanger the marine environment.

3.4

GLOBAL ASPECTS OF MARINE POLLUTION POLICY

The great danger and serious consequences of oil pollution has been a major
international concern to countries around the world. Therefore different legislation’s
and conventions have been made by different countries in order to curb this negative
trend.
The Marine Environment Protection Committee of IMO in the 37th session, agenda 2
carried out some amendments of Conventions and Protocols to strengthen the effort
made to prevent marine pollution in which oil was a major concern.
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The disturbing aspect of all of this remains when it is observed that Nigeria is
conspicuously not signatory to most of this international legislation which is
supposed to represent minimum standards. Table 3.3.1 attests to this fact.

Table 3.3.1: Highlight of International Conventions Ratified by Nigeria compared
with Norway and Oman.
Nigeria

Oman

Norway

Conventions

X

X

MARPOL 73/78 annexes I & II

X

X

MARPOL 73/78 annex HI

X

MARPOL 73/78 annex IV

X

X

MARPOL 73/78 annex V

X

X

1969 INTERVENTION

X

X

1973 INTERVENTION PROTOCOL
as amended

X

X

X

X

X

1969 CIVIL LIABILITY PROTOCOL

X

X

1976 CIVIL LIABILITY PROTOCOL

X

X

1992 CIVIL LIABILITY PROTOCOL

X

X

1971 FUND

X

1976 FUND PROTOCOL

X

X

1992 FUND PROTOCOL

X

X

1972 LONDON CONVENTION
as amended

X
X

X

1990 OPRC CONVENTION

Source: Focus on IMO (MEPC 37/2 ANNEX, Page 7)
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The international concern given to marine pollution has brought about global policies
intended to cmb the occurrence of accidents at sea.
Oil pollution by sea gave the earliest indication that marine pollution was a big
problem therefore in 1954, this led to the adoption of the International Convention
for the prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil.

In 1962, IMO convened a

conference which extended the application of the 1954 convention to ships of lesser
gross tonnage, and enlarged the prohibited zones. This convention prohibits the
deliberate discharge of oily mixtures from all sea going vessels, except tankers of
under 150 tons and other ships of under 500 tons gross in specific areas called
‘prohibited zones’. Two further amendments were approved by IMO Assembly in
1971.

The International Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of
Waste and other Matter was adopted on 13 November 1972 and came into force on
30 August 1975. It prohibits the dumping of certain hazardous materials, requires a
prior special permit for the dumping of a number of other identified materials and a
prior general permit for other waste or matter. The amendments in 1978 dealt with
‘incineration’ and ‘disputes’. In 1980, amendment on list of substances was carried
out. The 1993 amendments banned the dumping into sea of low-level radioactive
waste and phased out the dumping of industrial waste by 31 December 1995. It also
banned the incineration at sea of industrial waste.

The advancement in technology and developments in modem industrial practices led
to the adoption of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto (MARPOL 73/78).
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It covers all the technical aspects of pollution from ships, except disposal by
dumping, and ^plies to ships of all types.

The Convention has two protocols

dealing respectively with reports on Incidents involving Harmful Substances and
Arbitration. It has annexes that deals with various forms of pollution:
• pollution by oil;
• pollution by noxious liquid substances carried in bulk;
• pollution by harmful substances carried in packages, portable tanks, freight
containers, or road or rail tank wagons, etc.;
• pollution by sewage from ships; and
• pollution by garbage from ships.

After the Torrey Canyon disaster of 1967, questioiw were asked as to what extent a
coastal state could take measures to protect its territory from pollution if threatened
by oil pollution casualty, especially if the measures are likely to affect the interest of
the foreign ship owner, cargo owners or flag States.

However, in 1969, the

International Conference Relating tp Intervention on the High Seas in case of Oil
Pollution Casualties was adopted. This gave the right to coastal States to take such
measures necessary to prevent danger to its coastline upon a maritime casualty.

However, it stipulated that a coastal State which takes measures beyond those
permitted under the Convention is liable to pay compensation for any damage caused
by such measures. The convention applies to all sea going vessels except war ships
or other vessels owned or operated by a State and used on Government non
commercial services. This Convention was pended in 1991 and list of substances
drawn up in 1974 was revised.
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In 1990, the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and
Co-operation was adopted and this provided a global framework for international co
operation in combating major incidents or threats in marine pollution. This
convention requires ships to report incidents of pollution to coastal authorities and
details action to be taken then. It calls for the establishment of stockpiles of oil spill
combating equipment, holding of drills and development of detail plans to deal with
pollution incidents.

A major legal issue raised by the Torrey Canyon incident of 1967 brought about the
International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1969. The aim
is to ensure that adequate compensation is available to persons who suffer oil
pollution damage resulting from marine casualties involving oil carrying ships. The
convention requires ships covered by it to maintain insurance or other financial
security in sums equivalent to the owner’s total liability for one incident.

The Convention applies to all seagoing vessels actually carrying oil in bulk as cargo,
but only ships carrying more than 2,000 tons of oil are required to maintain insurance
in respect of oil pollution damage. Under the Civil Liability Convention, a ship up to
5,000 Gt. will be able to limit its liability to $US3.12 million while for ships above
that figure the limit will increase in proportion to their toimage, up to a maximum of
$US62 million for ships of 140,000 Gt. and above. The latest amendment was the
Protocol adopted in November 1992.

The Civil Liability Convention was to suffer more scrutiny from member States since
the liability was based strictly on the ship owner. Furthermore, some States felt that
the limitation figures adopted were likely to be inadequate in case of oil pollution
damage involving large tankers. In light of this, a proposal was considered at the
Brussels Conference(1969), to establish an international fund, to be subscribed to by
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the cargo interests, which will be available for the dual purpose of, on the one hand,
relieving the ship owner of the burden imposed on him by the requirements of the
new Convention and, on the other hand, providing additional compensation to the
victims of pollution damage in cases where compensation imder the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention was either inadequate or unobtainable.

The purposes of the Fund Convention are as follows:
• to provide compensation for pollution damage to the extent that the protection
afforded by the 1969 Civil Liability Convention is inadequate;
• to give relief to ship owners in respect of their additional financial burden
imposed on them by the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, such relief being subject
to conditions designed to ensure compliance with safety at sea and other
conventions;
• to give effect to the related purposes set out in the convention

The Fund’s obligation to pay compensation is confined to pollution damage suffered
in the territories including the territorial sea of Contracting States.
The Fund can also provide assistance to Contracting States which are threatened or
affected by pollution and wish to take measures against it.
The advantages of signing these conventions are not far-fetched as it includes:
• the power to carry out inspections, detentions and collection of fines as may be
agreed by international regulations
• recognition as a serious and committed maritime nation in ensuring internationally
agreed standards
• effect protection of territorial waters against oil pollution and accidents caused by
sub-standards ships
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• being a member of the world body and having a say in the development of
maritime safety regulations and many more factors.

3.5

PRESENT NIGERIAN OIL POLLUTION LEGISLATION

In 1968, the Federal Government of Nigeria was desirous in adhering to the 1962
amended Oil Pollution Convention deposited the necessary instrument on April 22,
1968. Henceforth, the Convention became incorporated into Nigerian legislation
through the Act of 20 June 1968
The summary of such legislative provision for pollution prevention in navigable
waters of Nigeria includes:

• designation and discharge of certain oils into prohibited sea areas
• discharge of oil into Nigerian waters and special defences for the act '
• equipment in ships to prevent oil pollution
• penalties for offences
• keeping record of matters relating to oil
• provision of reception facilities in harbours of Nigeria
• restriction on transfer of oil at night
• report of oil discharge into Nigerian waters
• powers of inspection and persecution
• enforcement and application of fines
• power to grant exceptions
• application of act to government owned ships
• enforcement of Conventions relating to oil pollution
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This Act was made on the 20 June 1968 by the then Head of Federal Military
Government, Major General Yakubu Gowon. It will be observed that the above
Regulations posses the essential ingredients to ensure acceptable standards in the
protection of Nigerian marine environment. These regulations are still in place.
However, implementation of this Act has been very poorly executed since 1968.
Obligations required by this Law have not been met. Take for example, the issue of
reception facilities in our harbours still have not been resolved.

The inspection

onboard ships are not been carried out by professionally qualified personnel thereby
rendering the exercise meaningless.

Off-shore operations, monitoring and keeping of records on matters relating to oil
pollution is not effectively done by government due to lack of necessary facilities to
do this. Discharge of oil mixtures into Nigerian waters has been going on everyday
unabated due to the inability on the part of government to monitor and prosecute
offenders.

Furthermore, there is no updated training of personnel, fimctional

equipment and genuine commitment on the part of the government.

The non

deposition of signature by Nigeria for MARPOL 73/78 attests to this.

3.6

BACKDROPS AND NEED FOR CHANGE:

The oil pollution legislation in Nigeria appears to be merely paper work as
implementation is poor and needs to be improved upon. A simple observation can
show this claim is not far-fetched since any casual observer standing by Nigerian
harbour or oil tanker loading terminal would readily notice the oil polluted water.
The observer will also notice the lack of any form of patrol or inspection team at any
point in time. There is no sincerely committed government establishment liaising
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with the Ministry of Justice to ensure the updating of amendments in International
Conventions in the Nigerian legislation.

The Federal Environmental Protection Agency (FEPA) is not properly equipped to
monitor the marine environment due to lack of experienced maritime personnel so
the agency concentrates on the shore based pollution. This deficiency renders the
agency helpless since the elusive techniques of offenders are not readily discovered
by ill experienced personnel.

Basically among the functions of this agency is to;
• secure for all Nigerians a quality of environment adequate for their health and
well- being
• conserve and use the environment and natural resources for the benefit of the
present and future generations ( National Policy on the Environment 1989 re
echoed in 1991 National Report for the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development Rio de Janeiro 1992)

Enforcement of Nigerian oil pollution laws needs desperately to be stepped up fi'om
its present relaxed state. The Federal govermnent should see it as a pre-requisite to
the healthy functioning of other arms of the government. Without functional oil
pollution abatement approaches by the Federal Government, the coimtry stands to
suffer the short and long term negative consequences.

With the influx of vessels into Nigerian waters, as shown on table 2.1 in Chapter two,
we cannot afford to operate under a relaxed oil pollution monitoring system since the
consequence is regrettable in the long term. The Federal Government must take all
necessary steps to Reform the agency vested with this vital responsibility.
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3.7

PORT STATE CONTROL:

In Nigeria, Port State Control is yet to effectively take off As a result, very many
sub-standard ship visit our ports and get away without any form of survey or
inspection.

This further increase the chances of accident and oil pollution in

Nigerian waters. There are a few IMO conventions which bestows powers to the
Port State to carry out inspections and control over foreign ships and these includes:
• SOLAS 74 Chapter 1, Regulation 19
• MARPOL 73/78, Article 5
• STCW 78, Article 10
• LL 66, Article 21
• ILO Convention, No 147,1976

Unfortunately the Federal Government is far from effecting the judicial use of this
powers. A number of factors can be sighted as contributory to this neglect.
To start with, the Maritime Services Department of the Federal Ministry of
Transport under which the Maritime Administration operates, is headed and
administered by people without the slightest maritime background and or experience.
Also there is acute shortage of qualified marine surveyors due to irregular
employment procedures

that

gives priority to

‘personality’

rather

than

‘professionalism’ and fitness for purpose. From observation there is virtually no
form of co-operation between the Nigerian Ports PLC (who should supply ship
movement information), and the Maritime Administration department.

With the long coast line of Nigeria and more than six different ports and loading
terminals, lack of effective communication is also a hindrance since this could cause
imnecessary inspections and delay., The Maritime Administration would also require.
increased funding to help them carry out their duties effectively.
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Furthermore, the absence of a regional Port State Control in West Africa is a big set
back to ship safety and clean seas in the region. In striving to prevent oil pollution in
our waters, we must expend a lot of energy and resoiirces in eradicating sub-standard
ships and operators fr-om our ports and territorial waters. We must train our personnel
effectively and arm them with the required tools to enforce the necessary control
procedures as stipulated in the International Convention on Standards of Training
Certification and Watch keeping. Chapter 1, Regulation 1/4 for maintaining required
standards onboard ships. Also, the need to train maritime persoimel cannot be over
emphasised.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4.0

DEVELOPMENT OF A STRATEGIC OIL SPILL
CONTINGENCY PLAN.

4.1

PRESENT STRUCTURE:

At present, my country Nigeria, whose foreign exchange (95%), depends on oil
export has no National Contingency Plan (NCP) in place in case of a major oil
pollution. This is an unfortimate situation. It would have been worthwhile that the
Federal Government formulates a National Contingency Plan that incorporates all the
oil companies operating in the country and other relevant institutions through a
specific agreement of corporation where control and management of an oil spill can
be effectively achieved.

However, the oil industry is required under the provisions of the Petroleum (drilling
and production) Regulations 1969, to take all necessary pollution prevention
measures and in event of a spill, take prompt remedial measures to control and
remove the oil.
Accordingly the individual oil companies operating in the coimtry have prepared
their own contingency plan produced in accordance with guidelines set out by the
Petroleum Inspectorate Division of Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
(NNPC). The intention is to provide a first level response to minor spillage of up to
250 barrels.
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For a second level response (up to 2500 barrels), the oil companies including the
NNPC signed an agreement establishing an association known as CLEAN NIGERIA
ASSOCIATES (CNA) in November 1981. This association provides equipment
stock piles at Warri and Port Harcourt due to their proximity to major oil producing
areas and exploration activities. The association contracted Halliburton Company in
United States of America to procure and maintain in a 24 hour readiness, the most
advanced oil spill containment and clean up equipment available. The contractor
provides trained personnel and also trains the personnel of member companies in the
use of CNA equipment.
Given that the responsibility of combating any oil spill has been placed in the hands
of the oil companies, this is not very desirable for the Federal Government. While
we can hope that the contingency plans and emergency resources put into place by
the international oil companies are adequate to the purpose and will protect the
marine environment, it is much better for the government to place itself in the
‘driver’s seat’ on such a critical issue.

At present from the look of thiiigs, the government does not really have the where
withal to imderstand or manage the environmental response needs of the country and
this is not desirable in the interest of the nation. Appropriate steps should be taken to
establish a National Strategic Oil Spill Contingency Plan under the National
Maritime Authority with spelled-out and defined objectives. We should efficiently
regulate the protection of our marine enviromnent for the interest of future
generations.
The Maritime Academy of Nigeria, in organising short courses would point out the
necessary awareness for government officials to act more efficiently. The genuine
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responsibilities of the government will be highlighted and recommendations for
achieving them made known. The Maritime Academy would seek the assistance of
IMO in attaining the much expected standards. The mechanism to be used would
take the form of short courses,

workshops, symposiums, etc. all involving the

maritime academy, major oil compames, and user orgamsations of the maritime
industry. This would foster understanding and achievement of purpose between the
‘regulated’ and the ‘future-regulators’.

4.2

GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND STRATEGIES.

At present, the federal government strategy with the Clean Nigeria Association is
viewed by some as a sell-out to the oil companies since they are not effectively
monitored. The increase in shipping traffic, particularly oil tankers within and near
the coast of .Nigeria, oil production activities (creating spill tendencies), and the
limited capacities of the

CNA

necessitates the establishment of a functional

National Contingency Plan. Government strategy should be aimed at introducing
minimnTn operating Standards and legislative measures with the view of minimising
the risk of oil spill and should it happen, measures to deal with the problem.

There is therefore the need for up to date training for personnel operating in this
field. Ideally, they should be people with good maritime backgrounds, well paid to
do their jobs without distractions.' Furthermore, these professionals would be
firequently attending refresher courses in addition to carrying out drills to keep them
in operation-ready condition.
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4.3

RECOMMENDED SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF A REVISED
CONTINGENCY PLAN

In the case of Nigeria there is no doubt that petroleum-related environmental
contamination in the oil producing areas have seriously affected farming, fishing and
leisure activities of the host communities. Therefore, the polluter must be made to
pay for any damage caused by this problem.

The purpose of an environmental pollution charge is to force the oil companies to
reflect pollution costs in their cost structure.

Unless the use or abuse of the

environment carries a cost, companies will treat it as a fi’ee good and hence consume
more of it than optimal. The ‘polluter-pays’ principle forces the oil companies to
compensate the host community for any damage to the environment, as well as for
noise and visual intrusion.

From the prevailing situation in Nigeria, it is not certain if these compensations are
paid to the government but what remains conspicuous is the degraded and polluted
environment of host communities where oil exploration is taking place. Engelshoven
(1990) stated that;
‘No matter how desirable it is to reach a zero-accideiit goal, we will never get
there even if we operate on the basis that every accident is preventable.
Accidents will, unfortunately still happen’.

With this in mind, Nigeria’s situation is even more prone to arouse serious concern
because of relatively lower level of preparedness in terms of technical and material
resources with which to cope with the problem. But wisely, the Federal Government
has ratified the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response
and Co-operation (OPRC) 1990. The convention provides a fi:ame work for
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international co-operation for combating major oil pollution incidents. Amongst
other things, it requires;
(a)

Ships, ports and oil handling facilities to have oil pollution emergency plans

(b)

Ships, off-shore installations, sea ports oil handling facilities and aircraft to
report all actual or observed oil spills *

(c)

A basic frame work for preparation for and response to oil pollution incidents
including detailed contingency planning; the placing of equipment in
strategic positions, drills and personnel training

(d)

When practicable, the provision of advice, technical support and equipment
when requested by another country ^d

(e)

Co-operative research and development.

Having ratified this convention, the Federal Government should quickly go ahead
and set up a well-structured National Spill Contingency Agency with membership
from the maritime industry, oil sector, health officials independent scientist and
representative of the host communities. This agency should be supervised by the
National Maritime Authority.

A special fund should be established for it with the government ensuring regular and
adequate cash supply. The Maritime Authority would of course also contribute to
the funding and ensure that there is wide coverage of the Nigerian coast. For the
purpose of avoiding any bureaucratic delay in swinging to action, the Agency should
have considerable amount of autonomy and answerable to the Minister of Special
Duties in the Presidency.
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The Structure of the proposed National Spill Contingency Agency could take the
form of that shown below.
Fig. 4.3.1 Structure of proposed National Spill Contingency Agency
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This agency should fonnulate the oil spill response plan flexible enough to be
capable of responding under different conditions with the highest degree of
objectivity and capability. This should cover both the immediate emergency phase
and any necessary follow-on clean.up activities.
A proposed scheme for the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan should be based on
critical success factors and a starting point for any emergency response plan should
be to gain an understanding of the factors which will determine it’s success or failure.
The hazards of a spill to the environment must be recognised and understood by the
persoimel involved in the response team. Important questions that must be answered
are:
• where is the hazard ?
• what is the hazard ?
• how will it affect me ?
• where must I go ?
• what help is available ?
• what do I need to do ?
• what do I need to protect myself and others ?
• how long have I got ?
• where is the source of spill ?
• how do I combat it ?

It is imdesirable to rely on pure luck and therefore necessary to remove as much
uncertainty from the emergency response as possible , by ensuring that human
factors are taken into account when making preparatory plans based on:
• likely or prototype scenarios
• containment barriers, personal protective equipment and communications
• conunand structure, oil spill response team co-ordination and
• training, drills and job aides.
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Management of emergencies:
There should be an effective management system which takes into accoimt the
‘Human Factor’ aspect. It will normally be necessary to address formally the
impact of human errors so that the risks involved are properly controlled. It can
be argued that the success of an emergency response will, to a large extent,
depend on how effectively resources are deployed on the day of emergency.

The required skills in emergency management should cover amongst other tasks;
• the setting of objectives
• assessment of risks and threats, and formulation of plans
• detection of deviations and initiation control and recovery
• defining responsibilities
• allocation of resources
• motivation and co-ordination effort
• enabling communications to ensure information flow and feedback and
• monitoring and learning from information to ensure objectives and plans are still
correct as the situation develops.
The emergency management team should have a firm imderstanding of how oil
spill scenarios are likely to develop and should assume command responsibilities
during an emergency.

Oil Spill Detection:
Detection and the subsequent executive action are the key determinants for
successful emergency response. Therefore, appropriate means should be available
for detection of an oil spill in the Nigerian coastal waters. It could take the form of
effective coastal patrol which should be regular.
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Communication:
There should also be in place a good communication and monitoring system since
this is necessary for personnel to act effectively. Different units would have to be
contacted and remain in touch with the oil spill response team manager as the
importance of clear, precise instructions cannot be over stressed.

Muster:
At all times, before, during and after the emergency operation, safety of personnel
should be of top priority for proper accoimtability. Consideration should be given
to the numerous dangers at the sight of an oil spill e.g., thermal evaporation,
smoke, toxic fumes in the atmosphere.

Inspection and Maintenance:
Equipment associated with emergency response are not normally used but should
be maintained in an effective state, in efficient working order and in good repair.
Emergency response provisions should be readily available for use, such that
when they are called upon in emergency they can be depended upon.
Furthermore, a stock of oil spill clean up equipment strategically located and
easily accessible with a good system of inventory control should be maintained.

Training and Drills:
Human factor should also be considered when setting performance standards as
they may be the ‘rate’ determining factor. Therefore, there should be well-trained
manpower with periodic drills organised to keep them in operation ready state.
In addition, a sound organisational structure clearly stating the ladder of authority,
responsibility and job descriptions should be put in place. Alert and notification
procedure should also be integrated into the contingency plan.
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Inclusion of all of the above features would certainly help to eliminate the
problems and difficulty in the prompt report of spill incidents and the typical waste
of time and money, duplication of effort and conflicting signals during operation,
avoidable damage and lose of lives. A prime example that accompany most ad hoc
oil pollution responses is the well-storied chaos and delay that plagued the Exxon
Valdez clean up effort in the first few days.

Also the Nigerian Oshiku Oil spill of 1983 witnessed protracted delays in the
clean up operations. This and other major oil spills whose response has been studied
all point to the necessity for a sound contingency plan. Figure 4.3.2 below shows a
typical oil spill response procedure.
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Figure 4.3.2 Typical Oil Spill Response Procedure

Source: Tsocalis, Kowenhoven and Perakis. Marine Technology, Vol. 31, No. 2, April 1994, p. 87.
Y - yes
N-no
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4.4

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS:

In the structure of a Contingency Plan, some basic elements should be included.
They are:
•

definition of institutional and personnel responsibilities

•

assignment of resources - response equipment, personnel, economic support
and appropriate logistic structures

•

guidelines and the recommendations for the actions to be taken

•

basic information on the Nigerian marine environment, river flow pattern,
resources and personnel at risk and external logistic support

These elements would ensure anticipatory planning to be carried out with a high level
of preparedness on the part of the Federal Government. In formulating this plan, the
methodology should comprise:
Strategy
Action and Operations
Basic Information

Strategy:
The Strategic Planning will examine matters relating to applicable legislation and
agreements, objectives, scope, risk analysis, definition of responsible authorities
and their role, technique for response operations, communications, equipment,
personnel and other resources.
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Actions and Operations:
This will examine; *
• activation of the plan and initial procedures, organisation of Response
Centre, mobilisation of resources, communications and reports.
• emergency evaluation
• planning of response operation
• organisation - task distribution, updating of information, demobilisation of
resources etc.
• end of operation, procedures for deactivation of plan.

Basic Information:
This aspect should involve :
• inventory of equipment
• list of experts and other personnel
• useful addresses, telephones and telexes
• technical data - coastal installations, ship traffic, substance handled, maps,
meteorological statistic information, sensitive areas, hospitals, transport services
laboratories, etc.

A rational and cost-conscious approach will propel the environmental policy
instrument into a high standard of efficiency. The underlying principle should be
methods of preventing and reducing marine pollution in the Nigerian coast.
Figure 4.4.1 below is a schematic presentation of pollution reduction approaches and
expected consequences.

It highlights different areas that, if effectively tackled

should result in reduction in oil tanker casualty, marine pollution and environmental
damage.
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Figure 4.4.1

Schematic representation of pollution reduction approaches.

APPROACH

EXPECTED

Soiuce: Ketkar, 1995 Marine Policy, Vol. 19, P392
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4.5

TRAINING NEEDS:

The importance of training for personnel involved in preventing and combating oil
spill cannot be over emphasise^.. Prevention has been traditionally known to be
better than cure and so with appropriate prevention, the huge sums of money often
involved after an oil spill incident can be potentially saved or channelled to a more
productive sector of the economy.

The human elements in incidents is very

considerable.

A high number of incidents (80%) at sea are caused by people making mistakes.
This observation was made by the Secretary General of the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), Mr W.A. O’Neil in his 1995 World Maritime Day message.
Therefore, training can both reduce the risk of accidents and lessen it’s effect by
helping to ensure a successful human response to an unexpected oil spill. It should
be seen as a constant process of refreshing and adding to knowledge and capability in
order to enhance performance in combating and preventing oil pollution.

Edgar Gold, in his ‘Handbook on Marine Pollution’ observed that:
‘The weak link in the pollution prevention system
appears to be the human factor’.
What needs to be done therefore is to pay more attention to training and how the
IMO’s principle of‘Safer Shipping and Cleaner Oceans’ can be effectively achieved.
The most obvious way of reducing the rate of serious casualties should therefore be
aimed at reducing accidents through adequate marine man power development.

The Maritime Academy of Nigeria being the cradle of maritime education in the
country can provide training for the maritime sector. Short courses with duration
ranging fi-om one to ten weeks, depending on the background of participants, can be
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scheduled using IMO model courses and resource persons from the maritime
industry.

Furthermore, the Maritime Academy can include subjects related to marine pollution
prevention and oil spill response in it’s curriculum. Considering that Masters and
Ship Officers play an important role in the protection of marine environment, the
minimum requirement for their certification should be updated to cover the present
needs in this field so as to acquire expertise in modem techniques and equipment.
Sectors to benefit from these would include Shipping Companies, Ports Authority,
oil companies. Maritime Authority, Fisheries department. National Petroleum
Corporation, Federal and State Environmental Protection Agencies and the private
sector.

This training will be aimed at the lower and middle management category in the
establishments mentioned above.

The use of models, video films, practical

illustrations(where possible), simulators and computers would be employed to meet
the revised STCW training requirements.
Seminars and workshops would be incorporated as part of the short course to ensure
active participation of every individual.
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Outline of

possible short courses can be found in the IMO model covirse

compilation. An example that could be put into practice is given below as Annex I

ANNEX I

1.

2.

MARINE POLLUTION.
1.1

Definitions, basic principles and case histories.

1.2

Characteristics of main marine pollutants.

1.3

Fate and movement of pollutants spilled into the sea

1.4

Effects of pollutants on marine and coastal resources

MARINE POLLUTION PREVENTION
2.1

Introduction to MARPOL conventions

2.2

Main operational regulations concerning seafarer
2.2.1

Applications, Certificates and surveys

2.2.2

Control of discharges: oil and noxious liquid substances

2.2.3

Special Areas

2.2.4 Equipment and operations to prevent the pollution fi*om
oil tankers
2.2.5

Equipment and operations to prevent the pollution fi'om
chemical tankers.

2.2.6 Reception facilities in ports.
2.2.7

Oil record book and cargo record book.

2.2.8

General notions on the annexes III, IV and V of
MARPOL convention.
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3.

SOURCES OF MARINE POLLUTION
3.1

Maritime transport
3.1.1

Oil tankers

3.1.2 Chemical tankers
3.1.3

Transport of dangerous goods

3.1.4 Other Ships
3.2

4.

5.

Land base sources of pollution

ORGANISATION OF ACCIDENTAL POLLUTION COMBATING
4.1

Contingency planning

4.2

Shipboard oil pollution emergency plans, IMO guidelines

4.3

Practical organisation, logistic mean^

COMBATING ACCIDENTAL POLLUTION
5.1

Evaluation of pollution, aerial surveillance, reporting

5.2

Planning of operation to combat an accidental pollution

5.3

Containment and protection of sensitive areas. Use of booms and
other means

5.4

Recovery of spilled pollutants. Use of skimmers and other means

5.5

Use of disperssants, sorbents and other means

5.6

Bioremediation techniques
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6.

7.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
6.1

Collection of information

6.2

Elaboration of reports

6.3

Relations with the Authorities an4 personnel of operations

6.4

Relations with the public and communications media

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND AGREEMENTS
7.1

General knowledge of other International Conventions on the
protection of marine environment

7.2

Regional agreements on co-operation for combating pollution
incidents

8.

INTERNATIONAL MECHANISM FOR POLLUTION
COMPENSATION
8.1

Basic knowledge of compensation schemes for claims on pollution
damage

4.6

INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION

The participation of maritime biased industries in oil spill response plan is very
essential since the government possibly provide all the emergency equipment such as
booms in the quantity and in all the locations as will be necessary. In Nigeria, the oil
industry has already taken steps in this direction. Dr. B.E. Okogu, a market analyst
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at OPEC (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) secretariat, pointed out in
his paper ‘Does Nigeria need to introduce an oil spill contingency fund?’ that
“The Nigerian oil industry established the Clean Nigeria Associates (CNA)
in 1981 as a co-operative for mutual assistance in the event of an oil spill.”
Various government organisations should play vital roles in the marine pollution
prevention and control unit (MPCU) as described in table 4.6.1 below;

The federal government can provide funding by the introduction of an Oil Spill
Contingency Fund to augment the resources of Clean Nigeria Associates. According
to Dr. B.E. Okogu, under this proposal, a small per barrel of oil levy of, say 5 cent
per barrel can be introduced with a similar dispensation possibly being extended to
marketers. At an average daily production of 1.6 million barrels per day, this would
generate some 29.2 million dollars per annum.

Another possible means of generating funds for the Marine Pollution Control Unit is
for the government to approve a legislation on infractions and penalties for
environmental matters and to establish a fund with the imposed fines.
The government can also enter into agreemait with oil companies, shipping
companies and other institutions in a bid to include them in the structure of the
Contingency Plan.
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Table 4.6.1 Government Establishments and their Roles
ESTABLISHMENT
1.

Nigerian Navy

ROLE
Patrols coastal waters and alerts Marine
Pollution control Unit on detection of oil
spill. Provides security.

2.

FEPA

Monitors the Nigerian environment and
provides statistical data. Promotes awareness
in environmental protection.

3.

Justice Ministry

Provides advice on all legal implications with
respect to pollution liabilities etc.

4.

Petroleum Ministry

Provides data on quantity and type of oil being
cairried by tankers. Support team.

5.

Transport Ministry

Provides support team for movement of
equipment, supply boats, dispersant spray
aircraft.

6.

Nigerian Ports PLC

Provides data on harbour depth, weather
information and marine support team.

Source: (FEPA) Federal Environmental Protection Agency
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CHAPTER FIVE.

5.0

THE ROLE OF THE NIGERIAN MARITIME ACADEMY.

5.1

MARINE ENVIRONMENT POLICY PROGRAMS

The Maritime Academy of Nigeria, if properly funded and managed can become the
nerve centre for maritime education in the country. The preceding chapters could be
summed up as potential areas in the maritime field in which the academy as a
training ground, could help in imparting knowledge and promoting awareness for the
effective protection of the Nigerian coast against oil pollution.

The importance of personnel training in the maritime sector has been widely
emphasised. According to Edgar Gold, ‘the weak link in the pollution prevention
system appears to be the human factor’. To further strenghten this ideology. Lord
Donald, in his report of enquiry on the Prevention of Pollution by Merchant ships,
asserted that ‘any recommendation for further measures to safe guard our coast line
have to take the fullest account of the likelihood of error by individuals’.
It has also been determined that approximately 65% of catastrophic marine related
accidents have been the result of a compormded Human and Organisational Errors
(HOE) during operations, (William, 1994, page 44).
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Therefore in the last analysis, it is the action of individuals whose conduct leads
directly or indirectly to oil pollution. For these reasons, the need for training and
refresher courses for personnel whose actions can either lead to or prevent oil
pollution, cannot be overemphasised.
On March 24 1989, the oil tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground on Bligh Reef in Prince
William Sound, Alaska and spilled 258,000 barrels of oil. The vessel possessed the
best technology available in the tanker industry but the event surrounding the
accident brought to light a critical element in tanker operation; the human factor.
Human and organisational elements were major contributing factors (individual
errors, lack of information and incentives) to the accident.

In Nigeria, the lack of proper human organisational management for effective co
ordination (in preventing marine oil pollution or combating in the event of a
pollution incident), poses a great threat to the protection of the marine environment.
There are also poor policy programmes resulting in problems of inadequate legal
instruments as well as enforcement of rules and regulations that relates to pollution

prevention. The lack of adequate data base remains a major constraint to policy
formulation, project planning and implementation of marine pollution prevention
policies.
The framework for effective monitoring of marine pollution is not widely integrated
to include involvement of inhabitants of local communities so the awareness at this
level is very low. The manpower in the Nigerian maritime sector is not appropriately
utilised to provide effective coverage of sensitive areas of the marine environment.
In effect, the lack of harmonisation of the various facets of the marine environment
management contributes to the deficient monitoring system.
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In spite of the attention given by the government to pollution prevention of the
marine environment (though little), there are still a number of laws

more

international than national in context which are not enforced, though ratified by the
Nigerian government. This can be attested to by the fact that Nigeria is signatory to
many international conventions on campaign for enviromnental protection.

Examples of such international conventions are:
• The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil
1954.
• International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1969.
• United Nation Convention on Law of the Sea.

However, the Nigerian Government, in creating enabling laws has not succeeded in
effectively protecting and empowering the Environmental Protection Agencies in the
enforcement of regulations.

Thus there has been no comprehensive up-to-date

environmental law or policy but some isolated National laws designed to preserve
the utility of our air, land and sea. In addition to these, Nigeria has signed several
multilateral treaties related to environmental protection which have become part of
our laws either by subsequent National enactment or by virtue of customary
International law. Hence section 121 (1) of the 1979 constitution provides that :‘No treaty between the Federation and any other country shall have
the force of law except of the extent to which any such treaty has
been enacted into law by the Federal Executive Council.’

Nigeria is bound by some of the international (enviromnental protection) treaties to
which the. country is party to and which are regarded as part of our existing laws on
the environment. Due to constitutional irregularities, these aforementioned treaties
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have not satisfied the requirement of section 121 (1) of the 1979 constitution. At the
national level, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for
monitoring and preventing pollution of the environment.

At the tertiary and

grassroots levels, the state environmental protection agency is saddled with these
responsibility.

Examples of Nigerian environmental conservation legislation are:
1.

Exclusive Economic Zone Decree 1978

2.

The Sea Fisheries Decree

3.

Endangered Species Decree 1985

4.

Petroleum Act 1969

Institutions vested with marine environment responsibilities include:
1. The Nigerian Institute of Oceanography
2. The Nigerian Environmental Study/Action Team (NEST)

All the above institutions and legislation were created with good intentions but their
activities in the coastal zones are not properly co-ordinated. The problems associated
with the management of the marine environment include lack of public
enlightenment and research, reactive legislation instead of proactive and complete
reliance on crisis management There is also unproductive bmeaucratic bottle-necks
which is a result of too many sectors of the government being involved in the affairs
of the ocean.

The role of the Maritime Academy of Nigeria in this sphere would be to conduct
short courses, national workshops and seminars for personnel in the maritime
industry. This would help to hi^light Marine Enviromnent Policy Programmes and
suggest techniques and methods of implementation.
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5.2

TRAINING STANDARDS (REVISED STCW 95’ CONVENTION)

Over the years, there has been continuous technological advancement in the maritime
industry. It is therefore the responsibility of the international maritime community to
ensure world-wide safety and reduce the threats of marine pollution.

The

International Maritime Organisation has been doing just that by bringing the
maritime world together to formulate international conventions in order to achieve
acceptable standards of safety in the maritime industry.

The 1995 revised International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification
and Watch keeping (STCW 95’) demands that countries should comply with laid
down requirements for the training of human resources. This will enhance maritime
safety, protection of the marine environment and increase the economic potentials of
seaborne trade. The convention therefore calls for revision and updating of the
syllabuses in maritime institutions in order to achieve universal standard.

Prevention of marine pollution is a matter of great concern to the maritime industry
and so the teaching of this subject in maritime institutions is of great importance.
The Maritime Academy of Nigeria in carrying out these short courses should
primarily ensure that the STCW standards are observed strictly. This the Academy
can effectively do during this period of intensive, theoretical and practical training
and very importantly, using modem techniques applicable to maritime education and
training.

This convention will enter into force on 1 Febraary, 1997.
However, imtil Febraary 2002, parties may continue to issue, recognise and endorse
certificates which applied before that date in respect of seafarers who began training
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or sea going service before 1 August 1998. One of the unique features of the revision
is the adoption of new codes A and B to which many technical regulations have been
transferred.

Part A of the code is mandatory while Part B is comprised of

recommendations.
Another important change is the authority IMO now has under Chapter One,
Regulation 1/7.

It requires parties to provide detail information concerning

administrative measures taken to ensure compliance with the convention, education
and training courses, certification procedures and other factors relevant to
implementation.

Section A-1/7 of the code these information to be submitted to IMO by 1 August
1998. They include:
• the name, postal address, telephone and facsimile numbers and organisation chart
of the ministry, department or government agency responsible for administering
the convention.
• a concise explanation of the legal and administrative measures provided and taken
to ensure compliance, particularly with regulations 1/6 (training and assessment)
and 1/9 (medical standards and the issue of registration of certificates).
• a clear statement of the education, training examination, competency assessments
and certification policies accepted.
• a concise summary of the courses, training programmes, examination and
assessment provided for each certificate issued pursuant to the convention.
• a concise outline of the procedures followed to authorise, accredit or approve
training and examinations, medical fitness and competency assessments required
by the convention, the conditions attached thereto, and a list of authorisations
accreditation and approval granted.
• a concise summary of the procedures followed in granting any dispensation under
article VIII of the convention; and
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• the results of the comparison carried out pursuant to regulation 1/11 and a concise
outline of the refresher and upgrading training mandated.
As these mandatory regulations enter into force, administrations and maritime
institutions are left with little or no choice than to ensure compliance or run the risk
of being black-listed by the IMO.

The Maritime Academy of Nigeria should

endeavour to attract the many qualified professional lecturers who are graduates of
the World Maritime University and yet not given the opportunity to inject their input
into the institution.

Therefore, in organising short courses, the services of these

professional lecturers should be utilised to enhance quality of knowledge imparted to
the participants.

5.3

RESEARCH

The Maritime Academy of Nigeria has the national responsibility of creating
awareness by educating personnel in the maritime industry on the vital role ‘human
factor’ plays in curbing accidents.

It is often claimed that 80% (or any other

percentage) of all accidents are caused by ‘human error’ or ‘the human factor’, but
depending on how a person defines the term, a good case could be made to support
the statement that 100% of accidents are actually caused by human error. Take for
instance, a structural failure in a ship could be said to have been caused by a mistake
made by either the designer, manufacturer or by inadequate maintenance.
Often, it is extremely difficult to point solely to a single item as being responsible for
an accident. Usually, a whole chain of items and/or acts are involved. The actual
definition of ‘human factor’ is all encompassing and depicts how broad the subject is.
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The following definition is taken from the UK Health and Safety Executive
publication “Human factors in industrial safety”:
•

the perceptual, physical and mental capabilities of people and the interaction
of individuals with their job and working environments

•

the influence of equipment and system design on human performance

•

the organisational characteristics that influence safety-related behaviour at
work

Our research focus will also be to assist organisations establish and develop an
appropriate safety culture, which for instance, discourages the taking of risks by
individuals or groups, examines, and endeavours to correct situations where the
potential for human error is significant and ensures the provision of adequate safety
information and training to everyone involved.
It is appropriate to stress that human factors have direct relationship with behavioural
sciences, the range of sciences mostly concerned with the study of human behaviour
at different levels, for example, psychology, social psychology, politics, ergonomics,
anthropology, sociology and psychiatry.

In Nigeria, the importance of manpower training and education in the maritime
industry is to create public awareness in environmental issues with the study of all
aspects of marine pollution, protection of the coastal environment at local,
community, state and national level. Its benefits will also be as a problem-oriented
training /education course for participatory strategies and for the development of
technical skills.
Furthermore, there is the need for proper development, conservation arid protection
of the ocean and coastal resources for building up the necessary knowledge, a cadre
of expertise (technical, scientific, managerial, etc.) and for strengthening national

infrastructure in order for Nigeria to exercise effectively its rights and opportunities
and assvune its new obligations under the new ocean regime.

Another plausible reason for this programme can be drawn from the recommendation
of the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) Regional Seas Report and
Studies No. 27 on Action Plan for the Protection and Development of the Marine
Environment and Coastal Areas of the African sub-region.
The “Action Plan” adopted in 1981 to control marine pollution and promote the
management of marine and coastal resomrces requires that;
• an intensive programme including seminars, symposia, etc., should be formulated
in the early phases for the training of local scientist and technicians so as to bring
them abreast with current developments in marine environment practices;
• regional courses for training of officials in environmental assessment and in the
reduction and control of coastal pollution be conducted;
• seminars, workshops or meetings to inform or make officials aware of the
problems related to the soimd management of emergency response in the event of
a marine oil pollution;
• inclusion of environmental concepts in school curricula and bringing
environmental questions to the attention of the public (UNEP Regional Seas
Reports and Studies No. 27,1983).

The main objectives of the short course programme are in two folds:
1.

To familiarise the participants with all the major causes and possible
remedies of marine oil pollution, spill response and clean up systems, in
addition to approaches to marine environment management.
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2.

To assist participants in the on going process of harmonising national
legislation and integrating the policies of national and international
institutional structures to optimise the contribution from the marine sector
towards the Gross National Product (GNP), with due consideration for the
conservation of the marine resources and the marine environment for the
present and succeeding generations.

The programme because of its multi-disciplinary nature, is open to personnel from
the following Ministries or Department or Agencies in the maritime industry:
• Transport;
• Fisheries;
• Defence;
• Petroleum Resources;
• Education;
• Science and Technology;
• Customs;
• Immigration;
• Marine Police (Coast Guard);
• Security Services;
• Fire Brigade/Service;
• Port Health;
• Justice;
• Finance and Planning;
• Works, Housing and Environment;
• Information and Tourism;
• Hydroelectric Division and
• Telecommimications.
• Shipping Companies
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5.4

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS:

The Maritime Academy would need a close communication with the different sectors
of the maritime industry and other inter-related ministries. This will be necessary in
order to ensure the participation of their personnel in the programme.
The Federal Government should provide adequate funds for acquisition of vital
equipment and models for demonstration purpose during the short course
programme. There should also be regular public awareness campaign for a safe and
productive marine environment.

The productivity (fishing) of coastal dwellers

increases with the sincere consciousness of a safe marine environment.

The three distinct phases of preparedness for emergency can be summed up thus:
• what is emergency ?
• how do you prepare for it ?
• how prepared are you for it ?

These three phases will have to be analysed and assessment technique devised. The
method used may take the form of : looking at who is responsible in various
emergencies, what they are to do, and how they are to do it. So, assessing our
various activities- those, for us ashore.as well as those of the seafarer- is ah important
first step in devising a programme designed to prepare us to cope with emergencies
in such a way as to reduce confusion, increase productivity imder adverse
circumstances, and minimising damage.

Plans:
Once we have determined what might go wrong, we must develop ways to anticipate
the consequences.
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Drills and Exercises:
Once we have assessed our operations and devised our plans; we must test those
plans to make sure the plans will work and that we have not forgotten anything.

Industry Participation:
This is very important as they are likely to need the services of the response team.
For an oil pollution incident, the shore-based response, in many respects, might be
more important than the actions taken aboard ship. Often once the oil has left the
ship, the master and his crew can do very little about it, except call for assistance
ashore. The appropriate people there must know that many different resources are
needed to keep the oil fi’om further harming or endangering the marine environment.
Therefore, the contribution to the oil spill fund by the industry will go along way in
ensuring adequate funding for the oil spill response centre.

Use of Simulators in Oil Spill Management:

The oil pollution combating equipment should be regularly maintained and drills
carried out to ensure readiness of the response team. Equipment such as booms and
skimmers would need adequate attention. Dispersant chemical stock would have to
be ascertained for acceptable toxicity and that they are still useable.
The lighting ships e.g., barges and fenders needs to be operated by well trained
persoimel.

The use of new training technology e.g., computer aided learning would have to be
employed in the near future. There is also the use of simulators in oil spill control.
Although the equipment carry heavy financial commitment, it is desirable that the
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Federal Government make provisions to acquire them as a long term plan. Often, the
first few hours after an oil spill has occurred are critical. Making the right decisions
at this time can drastically limit its consequences. Lack of experience often results in
poor decision-making during this critical phase. At the same time new technology
has made it possible to simulate all aspects of managing an oil disaster.

These simulators are designed to offer management training in how to obtain relevant
exercise information, evaluate situations and effective use of available resources.
They provide comprehensive training for the entire management team, creating time
sensitive interaction at all levels. NOR Control Simulators are very effective training
tools and would be very useful in this regard.

In the National Oil Spill Control Agency, a critical asset will be to have a team of
managers that know WHERE to begin, WHAT to do and WHO to call. Simulators
can reproduce situations seldom encountered or too dangerous for training in real
life. Simulators can present any situation to an unlimited number of trainees.

Oil Pollution Combating Equipment:
The availability of equipment for the purpose of combating oil spills cannot be over
emphasised as trainig would be useless without them.
As a guide, the following oil pollution combat equipment could be purchased and
stocked
Booms;
1 X 500 m Vikoma Sea Pak boom
1 X 600 m Slickbar boom - suitable for smooth water use
1 X Trelleborg Giant Troiboom with recovery unit (25 tonnes/hour)
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1

X

Single Ship Side Sweep GTS 185

1 X 300 m Expandi Boom - suitable for semi-protected conditions
1 X 300 m Zoom Boom (Readily transportable in small sections - suitable in smooth
water).

Recovery Devices

1 X Rope Mop Skimmer - 8 tonnes/hour on heavy oil

2 X Slickbar Manta Ray recovery heads and pximps - suitable for smooth water use.
8

tonnes per hour each.

1 X Marco Delta oil recovery vessel - suitable for smooth water use, 15 tonnes/hom.
Must pump ashore after 15 tonnes recovered.
1 X Komara Mini skimmer - 8 tonnes/hour, can operate continuously but likely to
become blocked with continuous use with heavy oil.

Miscellaneous;
2 X Thune Eureka portable pumps (cargo unloading)
4 X Yokohama pneumatic fenders
6 X Transpac portable oil transport containers (7.5 cu. m each)
Adequate quantity of oil absorbent pads, mops and absorbent booms.

Support Vessels;
3 tugs
2 workboats
1 X 1000 tonne fuel barge
3 small boats.
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Initial deployment of the Vikoma boom requires two vessels of the 20m size.
Deployment of the Trelleborg Giant requires continuous use of the fire float and
1

X

20m vessel for initial deployment. Deployment of the single side sweep

requires continuous use of one vessel of at least 20m.
All the other booms can be deployed by the smaller workboats or powered dinghies.

Dispersal Equipment:
2 X helicopter spray units
2 X Warren Spring surface dispersant spray sets (portable and can be fitted to any
craft 12 to 15m)
Bow fire monitors on tugs and on fire float.

Dispersant:
Corexit9527 - helicopter spray or fire monitors

4000 L

BP llOOXA - surface vessel spray - dilute

4000 L

BP AB

- surface vessel spray - concentrate

4000 L

The above mentioned equipment are those stored at Victoria Quay, Fremantle Inner
Harbour, in Australia. These equipment list could be used as a reference for the
establishment of our storage centre in Nigeria.
A look at the number of off-shore oil fields around the Nigerian coast confirms the
need for this equipment storage centre.
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Figure 5.4.1 Location of Nigeria’s offshore Oil Wells
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5.5

SUPPORTING THE NATIONAL PLAN

The success of the Maritime Academy in organising and executing short courses,
symposia and workshops on marine environment protection, for personnel in the
maritime and other related industries, would be seen as a vital contribution to the
Federal Government’s effort in ensuring protection of the coastal waters against oil
pollution. The training needs of the maritime industry is high and Nigeria as a
maritime nation must comply with essential requirements for the training of human
resources in order to participate effectively in the world-wide task of enhancing
maritime safety, protecting the marine environment and increasing the technical
efficiency of seaborne trade.

The International Maritime Organisation has also developed model training courses
reflecting the international maritime training standards of the revised 1978 STCW
Convention. At the Maritime Academy, these model courses would be applied in
imparting knowledge of modem marine environment protection technologies. In
addition, we shall have the capacity to set up sound maritime programmes of our
own. It can be expected that if adequate financial support is given by the government
to this programme, the long term cost effectiveness will be realised.

The IMO model courses can be seen as having the following advantages:
a)

The training objectives, which are clearly defined and have been fully
determined, are easy to attain;

b)

The courses may be ‘modelled’ according to requirements in order to meet
specific needs;

c)

There is no need for students to be absent from their work for imduly long
periods;
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d)

Their implementation can be easily achieved at national, regional and, with a
little more effort, global level; in other words they offer great flexibility since
they are tailored to existing resources;

e)

The only specific condition on which IMO insists is that, wherever they are
given and however they are conducted, they should be of high quality.

These advantages would be of benefit to the country if the courses are adequately
fimded by the government and the industrial users of the marine environment. For
the purpose of implementing these courses at all levels in the country, adequate
sources of funding are essential and IMO can also provide assistance in various
ways.
The Federal Government should therefore allocate annual grants to the funding of the
programme for at least the first ten years, after which the programme can be self
sustaining. The grant would be used to acquire the necessary practical equipment for
demonstration purposes.
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CHAPTER SIX

6.0

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Nigerian marine environment, richly endowed with marine resources and
providing means of transportation to coastal dwellers, deserves to be given maximum
protection and attention possible. The key objective is to ensure sustainability for the
betterment of the future generation. Since it has been established that there are high
shipping (oil tankers) activities going on in this region, the risks of marine oil
pollution is therefore increased and with it,

is the danger posed to the coastal

communities.
It should be pointed out that the risk of environmental damage due to oil spillage is
an ever-present feature of the petroleum industry.

Petroleum activities have a

negative impact on the fishing, farming and leisure activities of host communities
therefore oil exploration should be carried out with all the necessary precautions of
protecting the environment. In the light of this, the role of the Maritime Academy of
Nigeria in promoting short course training needs to achieve prevention of oil
pollution, cannot be over emphasised. This has to be in line with international
standards and the national policies regarding the coastal environment.

In this work, the authur has taken a close look at the exploitation of the Nigerian
marine environment, and the negetive effects of non availability of stricter measures
to help preserve it.
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As a result of analysis conducted on this researsh, the authur therefore recommend
the follwing:

1.

The Federal Government should identity the particular areas sensitive to oil

pollution and devise appropriate means of ensuring their protection. The busy vessel
traffic experienced in areas with oil loading terminals requires that modem vessel
traffic services be provided to avoid accidents that could lead to an oil spill. The
sensitive areas should be marked out with buoys and restrictions made to warn
vessels approaching these areas.
The Nigerian Ports PLC has a vital role to play in this regard since their survey boats
will have to lay the buoys, dredge the port approaches and maintain the light houses
to avoid accidents occurring.

2.

The Government should endeavour to put in place, an effective National Oil

Spill Contingency Plan. This plan should be complemented with an oil spill fund.
Also worthy of mention is the fact that the government should pay great attention to
modem spill clean up technologies so as to acquire these for the country. Where
however, such technology is simple, they could be manufactured in Nigeria with aid
from the government.

3.

The Federal Government of Nigeria should very importantly, step up its

monitoring activities so as to ensure that there is maximum spill detection and speedy
clean up to avoid the spread of oil from committing more damage to the affected
environment.
It should also be stressed that, it is not only necessary to ensure speedy clean up
operation, tankers in the country must be required to have some onboard spill
equipment and such equipment must be subject to routine inspection.

Such

inspections must also be extended to oil rigs, refineries, loading terminals and the
coastal waters.
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4.

The Clean Nigeria Associates’ membership should be mandatory for every

operator in the Nigerian oil industry as well as local businessmen who now explore
and produce crude oil; the latter membership is imperative since they lack the
technological sophistication of multi-national oil companies and are therefore more
prone to spill accidents. It should be borne in mind that pollution related cost maybe
over-estimated since the damage to the environment and the natural resources are
non-marketable and can hardly be quantified accurately.

5.

The Nigerian government should ensure that oil companies operating in the

country formulate a systematic risk management approach to oil spill hazards. This
can take the form of a comprehensive plan encompassing spill prevention and spill
response plan and also including the setting up of an oil spill fimd. This would
complement the effort or the existing arrangements of the Clean Nigeria Associates.

6.

The present Nigerian Oil Pollution Legislation should be re-examined and

revision carried out in areas that needs updating in line with changes in the oil and
maritime industry.

The International Convention on the Prevention of Marine

Pollution by Ships (MARPOL 73/78) should be adopted by

Nigeria and the

requirements subsequently met so as to enhance our spill solution handling
capabilities.
7.

The Port State Control should be energised by providing fimds, material

resources and most importantly, special training courses for maritime surveyors and
inspectors to ensure full coverage of the Nigerian coastal waters with regards to
inspection and survey of vessels entering the country. It can be readily agreed that
sub-standard ships are the greatest threat to the marine environment.

8.

There is also the need for improvement in vessel response capability which is

expected to reduce environmental damage following accidental discharge.
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Vessels would therefore be required to provide for quick containment and recovery
of oil from the coastal environment. It is desired that the tanker operator as well as
shore based staff maintain detailed oil spill response plans and ensure adequate
shore-based spill response equipment capabilities.

9.

The personnel involved in canying out all the above recommendations must

be qualified and experienced. There is need to realise that the heart of the problem is
training (human factor) and so the Federal Government should establish a Fund to
meet this vital demand. This should be done directly through the Maritime Academy
of Nigeria to ensure close links with the International Maritime Organisation.

10.

There is also the need to establish a national marine pollution policy which

should combine both incentives and standards. The aim of the policy should be
pollution reduction at minimum cost to the industry. Companies with a good track
record with respect to oil spills such as Chevron, Elf and Mobil should be rewarded
and highly commended. Furthermore, the Federal Government should establish
incentive oriented policy for our National fleet imder the umbrella of the National
Maritime Authority to reward efficiency and improve standards in the maritime
industry.

11.

The Federal Environment Protection Agency (FEPA) should be given a

ministerial status with all the necessary paraphernalia of office to function effectively
as the custodian of a clean, safe and sustainable futuristic Nigerian environment.

12.

The Maritime Academy of Nigeria should be upgraded to University Status

with adequate funding. Assistance should be given in organising short courses,
symposia, workshops and conferences to enhance environmental protection
awareness among operators, dwellers and government functionaries in the marine
environment. Necessary facilities should be provided to ensure adequate practical
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training and demonstrations. The Maritime Academy should be equipped to attain
over and above, the international standard set down by International Maritime
Organisation (MO), through the Revised International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (1995).

The regulations

should be carefully studied and accelerated effort made to put in place functional
machinery made of people with maritime background in order to achieve the set
standard.

The author has no doubts that Nigeria’s present poor environmental situation will
soon be a thing of the past if suggestions from this dissertation are given the needed
attention by the concerned arm of the Federal Government of Nigeria.
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APPENDIX 2.
Nigerian Offshore Oil Fields.
S/N

NAME OF OIL FIELD

PRODUCTION (bpd)

1

Adanga

3250

2

Adua

10500

3

Afia

9000

4

Afremo

23300

5

Agbara

15600

6

Akan

3800

7

Apoi North

28300

8

Asabo

15150

9

Asasa

20000

10

Beniboye

5175

11

Bogi

950

12

Delta

19650

13

Delta South

21900

14

EA

30000

15

Ebughu

850

16

Edikan

“

17

Edop

50000

18

Ekpe

9600

19

EkpeWW

7500

20

Eku

3100

21

Enang

23000

22

Etim

17000

23

ForcdosAfoki

70000

24

Funiwa

21600
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25

Idoho

10000

26

line

-

27

Inim

15000

28

Inam

3150

29

Isan West

5300

30

Isobo

3250

31

lyak

52000

32

lyak SE

16000

33

Kalaekule

20000

34

Main

13300

35

Mefa

20700

36

Meji

21750

37

Meren

72500

38

Mfem

4185

39

Middleton

5500

40

Mimbo

1500

41

Odudu

6000

42

Okan

50500

43

Okubie

-

44

Omon

7500

45

Opobo

-

46

Opuekeba

3350

47

Oso

110000

48

Parabe

10000
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49

Pennington

2200

50

Robert Kiri

23000

51

Settgana

-

52

Tapa

12200

53

Ubit

25000

54

Ukpan

625

55

Unam

9750

56

Usari

-

57

Utue

8650

58

Yoho

8400

Source: Marine Information Service, Netherlands (1995)
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APPENDIX 3:

Number of vessels entering Nigerian Ports including
oil terminals: 1969-1988

YEAR

NUMBER OF VESSELS TOTAL(inward/outward) CARGO
THROUGHPUT
NIGERIAN

HANDLED

AT

PORTS(CRUDE

OIL

EXCLUDED) IN TONS
1967/70

3322

4227482

1970/71

2985

7309003

1971/72

4213

8113104

1972/73

4454

7562239

1973/74

4295

8475420

1974/75

4388

8441426

1975/76

4828

10999525

1976/77

5430

14405246

1977/78

6190

18114772

1978/79

6437

20075237

1980

6409

17957195

1981

6569

21389621

1982

5639

23642716

1983

4449

22611229

1984

3263

18741209

1985

3439

14651102

1986

3003

12274579

1987

2824

11537590

1988

3009

11283690

Source: Nigerian Ports Authority HANDBOOK (1989)
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